Foundations Of Binocular Vision: A Clinical Perspective
Synopsis
From a renowned author team comes a clinically oriented approach to the introductory study of binocular vision. Essential reading for second-year optometry students, this vital core text covers testing procedures, diagnostic issues, and treatment modalities in preparation for more advanced clinical work. Key points to remember for national board exams are highlighted and discussions of clinical applications and procedures abound in every chapter.
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Customer Reviews
Let me preface this review by stating that I’m the author, and does not accept comments without star ratings. Otherwise, I would not include a rating at all. This textbook received an excellent review in the journal Optometry and Vision Science, volume 78, page 185. It is true that my book, like many other books, contains errors. However, a complete errata file is available upon request (steinman at sco dot edu).

I saw this book by chance at a local bookstore while browsing for other books on vision. After flipping through pages, I immediately decided to buy it. It is a good introductory book, yet is very comprehensive. I have just added references to this to book to Wikipedia articles on binocular vision, stereopsis and autostereogram.

I e-mailed the author to get the errata, he never responded. Filled with LOTS of errors. No errata
Overall this is a good book, it has useful summaries at the end of every chapter which are a great way to get a quick review for boards. It does have some errors and the list of corrections the author has is helpful to clear those up.

Combined with Max Scapero's book on amblyopia and Taub, Bartuccio amnd Maino's book on Special Pops one gains an understanding into the mechanics and treatment of amblyopia and how to improve vision.

Difficult to read and wordy. More like a reference than a book. Optics should not be made more difficult to understand but this book managed to do just that.

This book is inaccurate and has typos. The author realizes this and is making a new updated addition for this book. There are better books on binocular vision. My recommendation is to buy another binocular vision book!
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